PAVING THE WAY TOWARDS
FUTURE ATM.
A wide range for research.
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It is commonly recognised that 4D
trajectories management in a safety and
efficient manner has been always the goal of
the ATM. And it will be the basis for the
future ATM system eliminating or overcoming
the capacity limitations derived from a human
centre concept of operation.



In order to fully meet the safety, capacity and other
performance targets of the foresee ATM System in
2020/2025 several parading shifts are required.
◦ 1.- Shift from airspace – based operation towards a
trajectory – based operation concept. Aims to ensure that
the Airspace User flies its trajectory close to its intent in the
most efficient.
◦ 2.- Shift from tactical management towards a more
strategic system, implementing different planning layers
where decision about trajectories can be taken in advance
to accommodate user needs, de-conflict trajectories and
reduce us much as possible human tactical intervention
over the aircraft.
◦ 3.- Shift from a controller based system towards a more
distributed system on which decision about aircraft
trajectories could be taken by the actor that is best place at
each moment and each scenario to take such decision.
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Lets consider ATM system is constituted by a set of invariant
process:
“the core processes that are the essential components in making
ATM work.”: separation assurance, flights efficiency, aerodrome
constrains.





Invariant process can have
different instantiations
depending on the:
◦ role of the actors,
◦ operational concepts
drivers,
◦ supporting technology,
◦ level of automation,…
When trying to answer
these principal questions
others related questions
will pop up.
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Working with what is planned to happen: Trajectory planning: Centralised
Management?
Working with what is actually happening: Trajectory Tracking:
Autonomous Management?
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Best placed actor would take the best decision at
each moment and in each scenario.
Automation at the right function and at the right
level is required element to eliminate or
overcome the capacity limitations derived from a
human centre concept of operation.
New role for the different actors in the long term
future ATM is, even today, a matter of conceptual
proposals; impact on overall system performance
should be the main driver.







First dimension “best time” for decision
making: Strategic vs. tactical planning layer.
Second dimension “decision place”: centric
vs. autonomy.
Third dimension “best player”: Human vs.
automated player.

AS ATM PROCESSES, AT
DIFFERENT PLANNING
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In broad sense the upper limit for innovation
should only be limited by the human’s
imagination. Maintaining this principle; the
resulting proposals have to be translated to
the ATM context using open mind criteria. To
transpose any of these innovative initiatives
to the ATM context some “as realistic as
needed” a set of analysis and/or trials have to
be developed.
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Legacy in ATM limits the vision that could take
advantage of the available technology.
Long term ATM changes should be based on the
overall system performance.
The vision shall be that ATM is mainly related to
4D trajectories management, involving invariant
processes.
Based on 4D trajectories management, research
areas must be oriented to find out the best
answer to these three main questions:
◦ Strategic versus tactical?,
◦ Centric systems versus aircraft autonomy? and
◦ New roles assignment?

